
Purley Bedroom Reviews 
 

1. Location: CR8 Reviewed in: November 2021 
I am absolutely thrilled with my new wardrobes- white gloss finish. Darren has been brilliant from start 
to finish. Great communication, extremely helpful, professional, friendly, efficient, and reliable. I am in 
the process of sorting the design with him for my next bedroom. I thoroughly recommend him. 
 

2. Location: BR7 Reviewed in: October 2021 
Darren has just completed three bedrooms for us in which he installed fitted wardrobes and fitted 
chests of drawers in all three. To say we are delighted is a complete understatement - they are 
absolutely beautiful. Darren is a complete perfectionist and his attention to detail is amazing. We are 
so thrilled with the wardrobes and drawers we want him back to do more in our loft rooms for us. 
Darren is so friendly, tidy, polite, and trustworthy and therefore a complete pleasure to have in your 
home at all times. He left our home clean and tidy. We would highly recommend Darren to everyone. 
 

3. Location: CR0 Reviewed in: September 2021 
Darren was reliable and on time each day. He worked over 2 days to create 3 fitted wardrobes (spread 
over 2 rooms) and gave the airing cupboard a face lift. He was clean and tidy, using a vacuum attached 
to his tools to reduce the dust and using dust sheets to cover the floor and any furniture to prevent 
any dirt/scratches to the floor etc. We cleared the rooms he would work in as much as possible so that 
he had space to work which made the job easier for him and therefore he was able to finish before 
schedule. He was friendly, professional, polite. Would highly recommend him to anyone. 
 

4. Location: CR6 Reviewed in: August 2021 
Went with Darren because he was local. He came around measured up and quoted a reasonable price 
emailed me drawings. Turned up bang on time completed jobs quickly and the craftsmanship is second 
to none. Very happy with the finish Darren was very communicative Very tidy Will be using again. 
 

5. Location: CR5 Reviewed in: July 2021 
Excellent service from start to finish. Darren measured up, sent a quote and drawings, which were 
slightly modified at my request. End result is beautiful bespoke wardrobes with matching bedside 
cabinets. 
 

6. Location: CR2 Reviewed in: June 2021 
Darren is a consummate professional, tidy, and efficient. We are extremely pleased with the 
wardrobes. 
 

7. Location: CR3 Reviewed in: June 2021 
Excellent wardrobes, bespoke shoe storage and office desk supplied and installed by Darren, 
fantastic    attention to detail and finished the job seamlessly ahead of schedule. Highly recommend! 
 

8. Location: CR8 Reviewed in: April 2021 
Darren’s work is simply outstanding! He is very professional, works within the timeframe agreed, is 
clear with his ideas and advise; and is a friendly, warm, trusting individual. I love my walk-in wardrobe, 
he left my gaw on the floor, he cleaned up after himself and I would highly recommend him. 
 

9. Location: CR6 Reviewed in: March 2021 
This is the second time we’ve used Purley Bedrooms. Can’t speak highly enough about Darren. 
Outstanding quality workmanship, his professionalism and attention to detail is great. Darren built in 
two cabinets and two shelves either side of our chimney. Will definitely be using again for any future 
work we need doing. Thanks Darren. 
 
 
 
 
 



10. Location: TN8 Reviewed in: February 2021 
Darren was very helpful getting us to the point of what we needed from ideas in our heads. The build 
went smoothly, and a couple of tiny niggles were soon sorted out. We liked the choices on offer and 
are very happy with the results. 
 

11. Location: CR0  Reviewed in: January 2021 
We honestly can't speak highly enough of Darren. From quote to completion, he was reliable and his 
work is fabulous. He provided wonderful ideas and his work has transformed the room. 

 

12. Location: Coulsdon  Reviewed in: November 2020 
Darren gave a competitive quote. Gave ideas of the design. I showed a picture of the type style and 
colour of the wardrobes I wanted. The finished wardrobes exceeded my expectations. 
 

13. Location: London  Reviewed in: November 2020 
I chose Purley Bedroom because of the great job that did in my friend's house. I asked for their details 
and got in touch with them. And I am glad that I did. Darren and his lovey daughter were excellent. 
Very friendly, reliable, very very tidy, the day that they arrived, the lift in my building was not working, 
and I am on the 4th floor. They never made any fuss about it, never complained, and carried 
everything up to the 4th floor with smile on their face. I am extremely grateful for that. I have no 
hesitation to recommend them. 

 
14. Location: Bromley  Reviewed in: November 2020 

I chose Purley Bedrooms because of the glowing reviews - and now I am adding to it. I would definitely 
recommend! Darren was excellent throughout. Good communication, friendly service, informative. 
The day itself he arrived early (7:30am) to set up and laid down covers to protect the floors before the 
delivery, and then got on with it for the entire day - it was a very large wall, and he did it all on his 
own. I was so impressed. He was very tidy and cleaned up after himself before coming back the next 
day to put the doors on. I love the wardrobes so much - it's so well constructed. 
 

15. Location: Wallington  Reviewed in: October 2020 
I first contacted Purley Bedrooms in late July and Darren arranged to come and give me estimate 
within a week, I thought it best to get 3 estimates, he was the first and he left a great impression with 
me, he made me feel confident that he would be able to full fulfil my needs of what I wanted, as I had 
quite a large space to fill. He gave me an excellent price and after having a new ceiling and some 
electrical was done, I choose Purley Bedrooms. Darren started at 8am and worked none stop, he’s a 
very polite and skilled Carpenter, I am absolutely delighted with my wardrobes, I would highly 
recommend him. 
 

16. Location: Kenley  Reviewed in: August 2020 
Excellent work, high quality finish and exceeded my expectations. In credibly impressed. 

 
17. Location: Wallington  Reviewed in: August 2020 

Darren’s work was carried out in a highly efficient manner, minimising any possible disruption to us. 
He worked tirelessly each day. He was great value for money and the resulting bedroom looks 
amazing. The quality is excellent. This is the second time we have used him, and we have had no 
hesitation in recommending him to a number of friends and family some of which have already 
benefitted from his handiwork. We must also mention that he was ably assisted by his equally hard-
working daughter on two of the days. 
 

18. Location: Kenley  Reviewed in: July 2020 
Amazing... from start to finish Darren kept in contact with me answering any questions I had straight 
away. He was able to start the job a day before he was supposed to meaning the wardrobes were 
finished for the weekend. He worked very cleanly, and the quote was bang on. I would not hesitate to 
recommend Darren and Purley Bedrooms. 
 



19. Location: Sevenoaks  Reviewed in: July 2020 
Darren was great from start to finish - good communication. Told me when I’d get finished designs and 
quotes and didn’t miss his deadlines. He gave me an estimated frame for installation and stuck to it. - 
Arrived when he said he would, completed work in the timescale he gave. - Tidied up SO well when he 
left, it was possibly tidier than when he arrived - Love the wardrobe, exactly what we wanted. Looks 
fantastic and good quality. 
 

20. Location: Wallington  Reviewed in: June 2020 
First visit, design and quote were turned around extremely quickly for our fitted wardrobes. 
Installation was also completed efficiently and tidily, and the quality of work was excellent. Can not 
fault any aspect, would highly recommend. 
 

21. Location: South Croydon  Reviewed in: June 2020 
Great service and workmanship - slight delay mid-job due to COVID-19 but Darren kept us informed. 
Very happy with the finished result, so glad we chose to go with him rather than one of the big 
companies! 
 

22. Location: Sutton  Reviewed in: June 2020 
Darren has built a full wardrobe in our bedroom according to the design we had chosen. Not only was 
Darren always punctual, professional, polite, and clear, but the quality of the work was very satisfying, 
and the end results corresponded to what we discussed. Highly recommended. 
 

23. Location: Caterham  Reviewed in: June 2020 
Darren did a great job of very high standards! He is very professional and friendly. We are very happy 
with our bespoke wardrobes and Darren happily accommodated all of our requests. I would definitely 
recommend because of the excellent work and competitive prices. 

 
24. Location: Coulsdon  Reviewed in: June 2020 

I highly recommend Darren; he is very professional and friendly. His work is a very high standard and 
I'm very happy with my new wardrobes. 
 

25. Location: South Croydon  Reviewed in: June 2020 
I have been in conversation with Darren about installing wardrobes since last year and finally it 
happened yesterday. Right from the planning stage Darren has been reliable, communicative, 
knowledgeable, and professional. Together with the help of his fabulous apprentice Lauren, (his 
gorgeous university student daughter), Darren transformed my bedroom and created something truly 
beautiful. The whole space feels different: stylish, calming, warm and cosy and the storage space 
inside is simply phenomenal. Darren and Lauren treated my home with respect and love and were a 
dream to work with. 

 
26. Location: Purley  Reviewed in: May 2020 

Darren did a great job on our alcoves and installing a banister for our staircase. Polite, professional, 
and quick - we would definitely use him again. 

 
27. Location: Purley  Reviewed in: February 2020 

Darren's work was impeccable and of excellent quality! He was extremely courteous, and I could not 
fault his work in any way. I would recommend him to anyone who needs work done. 
 

 
28. Location: Epsom  Reviewed in: February 2020 

Absolutely delighted with my new bedroom furniture - even better than I was expecting. Completely 
makes my bedroom - the furniture is top quality and Darren’s work is seamless. Would definitely 
recommend Darren and Purley Bedrooms. 

 
29. Location: Purley  Reviewed in: February 2020 

The work was of excellent quality. Warren's time keeping was excellent and he was extremely 
courteous and professional. I would definitely recommend him. 



 
30. Location: Godstone  Reviewed in: January 2020 

Very pleased with the wardrobes Darren has fitted in our daughter’s bedroom. He was punctual and 
very clean and tidy as he worked. The quality and finish is second to none and the price very 
reasonable given the level of workmanship. Would highly recommend. 

 
31. Location: Coulsdon  Reviewed in: January 2020 

Actually, only took 1.5 days. Fabulous job cannot fault it and I'm fussy :) I changed my mind, it was no 
trouble to bring samples again and VERY good value for money compared to big companies. Have no 
hesitation to recommend, thank you. 

 
32. Location: Sutton  Reviewed in: December 2019 

From start to finish Darren handled my requests as you would expect from a professional company. He 
turned up on time and had plenty of ideas on the initial visit. Everything was kept immaculate. Even 
though I told him the carpets were being changed. He used dust sheets and cleaned up at the end of 
the day even though he was returning to finish up. The work was finished to an exceptional standard, 
and I wouldn’t hesitate to recommend him to friends and family. Thanks for all of your hard work 
Darren. 

 
33. Location: Croydon  Reviewed in: November 2019 

Darren did a top-quality job of supplying and fitting a wardrobe and over-bed bridging units for me. I 
am really pleased; it looks fantastic and an amazing £1,000 less than the cheapest high street quotes. 

 
34. Location: Croydon  Reviewed in: November 2019 

Darren Ekins supplied and fitted wardrobes for us a few years ago and we loved them. We then had a 
house fire and lost everything. The insurance company kindly let us subcontract Darren again to put 
new wardrobes (we especially requested this as we were so impressed last time) and he was so 
helpful, immediately finding the design from last time, coming over with samples so we could choose a 
new colour, and then installing the wardrobes beautifully at a date that suited us. I cannot say how 
highly we recommend this firm. It is a joy to work with Darren and his handiwork is second to none! 

 
35. Location: Chislehurst  Reviewed in: September 2019 

Daren is a very polite and professional person; His work was first class, and we would definitely use 
him again. 

 
36. Location: Coulsdon  Reviewed in: July 2019 

Delighted with my new wardrobe. It looks beautiful and fits perfectly with the rest of the room. Darren 
is really professional, tidy, and efficient and a thoroughly nice chap. I would certainly use him again 
without hesitation. 

 
37. Location: South Croydon  Reviewed in: June 2019 

Darren is very professional and did an excellent job at the agreed price. The quality is superb, and I 
would highly recommend him. 
 

 
38. Location: Purley Reviewed in: June 2019 

We had a bespoke wardrobe fitted in our eves. The quality of work was excellent, and the job was 
completed in a timely manner. We are very pleased with the finished result. 
 

39. Location: South Croydon  Reviewed in: May 2019 
Excellent workmanship, reliable and helpful. 

 
40. Location: Croydon  Reviewed in: May 2019 

First class service and finished product from Darren. Very professional and reliable, plus a nice chap 
too. Would definitely utilise Darren's services again. 

 
41. Location: Sutton  Reviewed in: March 2019 



I can’t recommend Darren highly enough. I was recommended by a friend who had previously used the 
service. Time frame from order to fitting was exactly as stated. Darren even moved the bedroom 
around to enable him space to work before we had a chance to help. I would definitely contact Darren 
again. Wardrobes and finish is perfect. 

 
42. Location: TADWORTH  Reviewed in: February 2019 

The work that has been completed is exactly as discussed, following advice given, and is beautiful. It 
has been finished to a very high standard, neat and clean. I had also asked for a cupboard to be built 
over a slope in the floor and this is better than ever expected and gives so much storage space. I am so 
pleased with the work done and would recommend over and over again. 

 
43. Location: Sutton  Reviewed in: February 2019 

Recommended by our builder, prompt service and reliable, helped with design, good quality 
wardrobes, value for money, fantastic finish, would highly recommend anyone needing bespoke 
wardrobes. 

 
44. Location: Epsom  Reviewed in: February 2019 

Superb workmanship. Very organised, did everything he said, very accommodating. A genuinely nice 
guy. Wouldn’t hesitate to recommend and will be using him again. 

 
45. Location: South Croydon  Reviewed in: February 2019 

Polite, efficient, tidy, and professional with excellent workmanship, really happy with the wardrobes. 
Couldn’t ask for more! 

 
46. Location: Purley  Reviewed in: January 2019 

I have used Darren for several carpentry projects over the last few years and cannot fault his service 
and workmanship. Nothing is too much trouble, and he has a 'can do' attitude. Recently he made full 
height, 5 metres wide, made-to-measure cupboards for my new home office, with gorgeous, frosted 
glass sliding doors. I thoroughly recommend Purley Bedrooms to anyone looking for good quality 
carpentry at reasonable prices. 

 
47. Location: Coulsdon  Reviewed in: January 2019 

Darren is a very professional and reliable and his workmanship was fantastic. We had a really bad 
experience with some previous fitters and Darren without hesitation came in and fixed up the bad job 
and left us with two wardrobes, exactly what we wanted. He has a very personable character and was 
clean, tidy and completed the work on time and to an excellent standard. 

 
48. Location: Croydon  Reviewed in: December 2018 

Very friendly, helpful, and professional. We were kept in touch throughout the process and they job 
was done to a high standard. My wife is very well please, which makes me a happy man too. Will 
definitely recommend this company to anyone. 

 
49. Location: Wallington  Reviewed in: November 2018 

Fantastic job on the wardrobe which was exactly what we wanted at 1/2 the price of other high street 
brands which quoted. There was a small issue with the delivered of parts, but Darren had that fixed in 
no time with no hassle, brilliant service even when it doesn't all go to plan. All completed in 1-2 weeks 
from start to finish with little over a day to install. 

 
50. Location: Wallington  Reviewed in: November 2018 

Have used Darren before. Very pleased once again. 
 

51. Location: Carshalton  Reviewed in: November 2018 
We could not have wished for a better project. From design to finish everything was of the highest 
standard. 

 
 
 



52. Location: Sutton  Reviewed in: October 2018 
We have known Darren for quite a long time through is work. We hired him a couple of times for our 
fitted furniture. We basically have four bedrooms done by him, plus the hallway. This is an excellent 
reference in itself: always reliable, very good quality work, very tidy, no hesitation to undo things if 
required. Very, very happy with the work. Highly recommended. 

 
53. Location: Wallington  Reviewed in: September 2018 

Another excellent job by Darren. Very pleased with the end product and will certainly be using again. 
 

54. Location: Purley  Reviewed in: September 2018 
Excellent work used this company before when we had original doors fitted and didn’t hesitate to use 
them again when we needed an update. 

 
55. Location: Mitcham  Reviewed in: September 2018 

Very professional service with a high-quality workmanship. 
 

56. Location: Mitcham  Reviewed in: September 2018 
Very pleased with how smart they look. 

 
57. Location: Mitcham  Reviewed in: September 2018 

Removed existing wardrobes and replaced with new. Work carried out with no fuss and to a high 
standard. 

 
58. Location: Carshalton  Reviewed in: August 2018 

The work involved taking out the old bedroom furniture to clear the room for decorating, all old 
furniture was removed. Plenty of time to choose the design and colour of the fittings. Adjustments 
were made to the internal shelving to allow for different shaped items to be stored. Everything arrived 
as booked and the work area was kept in one place as far as possible. 
 

59. Location: Caterham  Reviewed in: July 2018 
Excellent work, lovely workmanship and really helpful. 

 
60. Location: Purley  Reviewed in: June 2018 

Absolutely delighted with the quality of work and the speed they were done. Also left the place 
spotless after. 

 
61. Location: Wallington  Reviewed in: June 2018 

Excellent service was received from start to finish. From the planning stage to the final installation 
everything was undertaken by Darren with the minimum of fuss and bother. His step-by-step advice 
was invaluable and we appreciate everything that he has done. The quality of the materials and 
workmanship was first class. He was very friendly, efficient and skilful. We would have no hesitation in 
recommending him. 
 

62. Location: Warlingham  Reviewed in: May 2018 
Excellent standard of work on our new wardrobes, we’re really pleased, and he was able to utilise the 
space in our bedroom. Would highly recommend. 

 
63. Location: Kenley  Reviewed in: April 2018 

Great work Reliable Friendly No issues at all Very very pleased. 
 

64. Location: Sutton  Reviewed in: April 2018 
Excellent work by Darren. Quality of work was excellent. Tidy, polite, and professional. Good selection 
of wardrobe designs. Competitive price as well. Would recommend. My other builders for the rest of 
my house (who are carpenters too) also said that the quality of finish was excellent as well. I am now 
considering getting another set of built-in wardrobes and in the process of agreeing designs with 
Darren. 

 



65. Location: Croydon  Reviewed in: April 2018 
Darren is simply exceptional at what he does. I was very impressed with the work undertaken and the 
time in which it took to complete the job. We asked for 4 wardrobes in total which involved removing 
2 existing ones and replacing. I have nothing but good things to say about Purley Bedrooms and I will 
definitely be using them again for future projects. 

 
66. Location: Epsom  Reviewed in: March 2018 

Excellent tradesman, exactly what I needed, and the finish is perfect. Another company quoted me £6k 
(originally £12k!! before their “discount offer”). I got a much better made to measure, bespoke 
wardrobe for about half the other companies quotes. all from start to finish in 2 weeks, not a 3-month 
lead time. 

 
67. Location: Bromley  Reviewed in: March 2018 

Darren is true furniture professional, always on time, excellent workmanship, very clean and tidy and 
overall, a great pleasure to deal with. We’ve drawn our design of a wardrobe and Darren has built 
exactly what we’ve asked for. Would recommend Darren to anyone who is looking to get the fitted 
furniture built/ordered. Our wardrobe looks fantastic, and the quality is very good either. 

 
68. Location: South Croydon  Reviewed in: March 2018 

Excellent job. Darren was very easy to get along with. Spent time up front to understand our needs 
and planned the job to perfection. No fuss at any stage. Would recommend and will use again. 

 
69. Location: Bromley  Reviewed in: February 2018 

We can't believe how nicely this under staircase wardrobe turned out to be, we can now hang our 
coats there, there's light in it as well - very cosy and functional. The quality of both workmanship and 
materials is very high. Darren did a very good job, was always coming on time, he's friendly and 
reliable and very highly recommended! 

 
70. Location: Bromley  Reviewed in: February 2018 

Darren did an excellent job fitting the two bookcases for us in the living room - job very well done and 
the quality of the furniture is very good. We've received a lot of compliments already and are very 
pleased. We would absolutely recommend Darren to anyone who is looking to order any kind of fitted 
furniture. Darren is very friendly and reliable and an absolute pleasure to work with. 

 
71. Location: Bromley  Reviewed in: February 2018 

Darren is an excellent furniture builder, it's already the third time that we're using Darren's services 
and as always are super pleased with the quality of the furniture and Darren's excellent workmanship - 
everything is precise, absolutely immaculate, and always super tidy and clean. We would recommend 
Darren for any piece of work including to fit the new wardrobe, bookcase, replace doors/shelves in any 
existing ones - which makes them absolutely like new! So pleased with our newly re-furbished 
wardrobe, literally like new!! 

 
72. Location: Caterham  Reviewed in: February 2018 

I am very happy with my beautiful new fitted wardrobes. Darren responded to my enquiry promptly 
and gave us a very reasonable quote for fitted wardrobes in two bedrooms. There were lots of 
different door styles and finished to choose from including matt, gloss, wood effect and part/full 
mirrors. The doors are full height floor to ceiling. Interiors are a lovely beech colour with plenty of 
shelving, drawer, and rail options. Fitted beautifully and in just 2 days for a fraction of the price of the 
well-known companies. I have no hesitation in recommending this company. 
 

73. Location: Epsom  Reviewed in: January 2018 
I was particularly impressed with Darren’s work; he always kept his promises about dates and prices. 
The finish of the fitted wardrobes is also excellent and really completes the room. Based on my 
experience I would highly recommend this companies work. 

 
 
 



74. Location: South Croydon  Reviewed in: December 2017 
Excellent service. Friendly, polite, great attention to detail. Very tidy worker and a genuinely nice guy 
to deal with. 

 
75. Location: Purley  Reviewed in: December 2017 

Darren made the whole process really easy, and we now have great fitted wardrobes and drawers. 
Darren was friendly, knowledgeable and would definitely recommend :) 

 
76. Location: Worcester Park  Reviewed in: November 2017 

Darren was extremely knowledgeable from the initial consultation, knew immediately what we were 
looking for and provided plans and the price promptly. The work was carried out to schedule with 
minimum fuss or mess, and we are delighted with the results. 

 
77. Location: Banstead  Reviewed in: November 2017 

Fantastic quality of workmanship. Polite, punctual, and tidy could not ask for more. Would not hesitate 
to recommend. 

 
78. Location: Purley  Reviewed in: October 2017 

The work was finished to a high standard within the agreed time frame. Darren was extremely 
amenable and responded positively to any request we made. We would definitely use his services 
again and would recommend him wholeheartedly! 

 
79. Location: Coulsdon  Reviewed in: October 2017 

We are so pleased with our wardrobes, the work carried out is excellent. Cannot fault Darren at all. 
Absolutely fantastic and highly recommended. 

 
80. Location: South Croydon  Reviewed in: October 2017 

Wardrobes and furniture look great - work done in an efficient and friendly manner for the agreed 
price. Very pleased with the result. 

 
81. Location: Croydon  Reviewed in: October 2017 

Excellent service completed job to a very high standard. Darren was very polite, friendly, and tidy. I 
would highly recommend. 

 
82. Location: South Croydon  Reviewed in: October 2017 

Can't fault Darren in any way. His workmanship, timekeeping, tidiness, and knowledge are second to 
none along with being polite, friendly, and professional. We wouldn't hesitate in using / 
recommending Purley Bedrooms to anyone. Excellent job, really pleased with the results, many thanks 
Darren. 

 
83. Location: Epsom  Reviewed in: October 2017 

Very pleased with the fitted wardrobes. Good quality and great craftsmanship. 
 

84. Location: Croydon  Reviewed in: September 2017 
Darren made my wardrobe dreams come true! He measured up, took my comments and ideas on 
board, and made them happen. I'm over the moon with the final result and have received lovely 
feedback from family and friends. Thank you, Darren! 

 
85. Location: Bromley  Reviewed in: September 2017 

Darren did an excellent job putting fitted wardrobes in two bedrooms for us. He completed the work 
really quickly (while still doing a great job) and left both rooms clean and tidy afterwards. He was also 
friendly and helpful, from his initial visit to quote until the work was finished. We are really pleased 
with our wardrobes and wouldn't hesitate to recommend Purley Bedrooms. 

 
 
 
 



86. Location: Purley  Reviewed in: September 2017 
Great job. 

 
87. Location: London  Reviewed in: September 2017 

This is the third time Darren has done work for us. His craftsmanship is excellent, he is friendly and 
courteous and always on time (often early). He built a beautiful bespoke wardrobe in our newly 
converted loft bedroom. Loads of choice of door colours, finishes, handles and internal features. We 
are delighted with it and would definitely recommend using him. 
 

88. Location: Coulsdon  Reviewed in: September 2017 
He was a friendly guy, however when installing new chest of drawers, he scrapped a lot of paint off our 
wall (which had just been recently painted). Not all of the shelves in the cupboard where the same 
colour wood, which seems silly. No issue with the doors hung however, and happy with those. 

 
89. Location: Epsom  Reviewed in: August 2017 

Really pleased with our new bedroom wardrobes. Just what we wanted and at a reasonable price. Was 
recommended to him by a friend and are so glad we were. Since the original fitting of our 2 main 
bedrooms, we had him back to do the third bedroom as we were so pleased. We also recommended 
to a friend who has had him fit wardrobes too. He is very accommodating, extremely hard working and 
very tidy. Would I recommend him 100% yes. 
 

90. Location: Epsom  Reviewed in: August 2017 
Delighted with the end product. Would definitely recommend to my friends. 

 
91. Location: Croydon  Reviewed in: August 2017 

We knew Darren's work fitting wardrobes was excellent because he fitted some in my parent’s house 
before. We got him back to quote mine and he was flexible with options and had a variety of styles of 
to choose from. We went with something that complemented our period property, but still looked 
modern. His fitting is exceptional, and everyone has commented on how good these wardrobes are! 
We also recently decorated both rooms and he was very careful not to touch the walls and left the 
place clean and tidy! 

 
92. Location: Epsom  Reviewed in: August 2017 

Darren was very professional, knowledgeable, and courteous. Exceptional work with great results and 
quality finish. We are extremely happy with our wardrobes. Many thanks Darren 

 
93. Location: Sutton  Reviewed in: July 2017 

Work was first rate. I have used Purley Bedrooms before and have always been 100% satisfied with the 
quality and standard of work. So much so that I have recommended him (Darren) to members of my 
family. 

 
94. Location: Epsom  Reviewed in: July 2017 

Darren was extremely professional, polite, and courteous throughout the time that he carried out the 
work in our new loft room, from the first visit to carry out a quote and discuss ideas to the finished 
product. We are really pleased with the results and would not hesitate to recommend him. 

 
95. Location: Coulsdon  Reviewed in: May 2017 

Happy to recommend Darren for the quality of work and professional attitude. He came twice for 
selection of the material and finished work on agreed consecutive dates. Quality of work is good, and 
prices are reasonable. Came at half the cost of quotes from other companies. Finishing of the 
wardrobes is excellent. 
 

96. Location: London  Reviewed in: May 2017 
An amazing job. The quality and fit is exceptional. 

 
 
 



97. Location: London  Reviewed in: April 2017 
Darren has done a very good job replacing old sliding wardrobe doors for hinged doors. He also made 
new surrounds to match the new doors and made the wardrobes deeper. Darren was very efficient, 
friendly, always on time and extremely tidy. We would definitely recommend Darren to others, and we 
would use him again. 
 

98. Location: Whyteleafe  Reviewed in: April 2017 
Darren did an absolutely fantastic job on the fitted wardrobes that we have just had installed in our 
bedroom. We had very specific and quite complicated requirements and Darren was very helpful in 
making suggestions and answering all our questions. The finished product looks brilliant, and he was 
very reliable and amenable to fit in around my schedule. I would definitely recommend Darren and I 
am very likely to use him again in the future. 

 
99. Location: Coulsdon  Reviewed in: April 2017 

Purley Bedrooms did a faultless job when supplying and fitting bedroom furniture. The supplied 
product is of high quality, also less than half the price and superior in quality to well-advertised 
national suppliers. Darren visited beforehand to carefully measure up and offered a range of finishes 
and internal configurations to optimise space. Fitting took just a day and looks immaculate. Darren is 
ultra-tidy, fast working and highly professional. I highly recommend Purley Bedrooms and will use 
them again. 
 

100. Location: Surbiton  Reviewed in: March 2017 
Expertly crafted to fit in alcoves and corner space. Curved tops at one end to compliment where 
ceilings curved before dropping into a bat window. Dust sheets used throughout the work and rooms 
hovered each day. Stated they would arrive at 8am. One tradesman that's true to their word. 

 
101. Location: Epsom  Reviewed in: March 2017 

Great job. Very pleased. Reasonably priced. Good quality. Explained options and styles etc. Definitely 
recommend Darren. 

 
102. Location: Orpington  Reviewed in: March 2017 

The whole service provided by Darren was excellent. We had some little awkward alcoves and a 
sloping ceiling to be dealt with, but we are delighted with the job Darren has done. Really professional, 
competitively priced, delivered in the time scale he promised. Looks brilliant. Graham and Jo, Petts 
Wood 
 

103. Location: South Croydon  Reviewed in: February 2017 
Darren came up with a plan for the bedroom cupboards which not only looks smart but has also 
maximised the storage space. Very pleased with the results. 

 
104. Location: Warlingham  Reviewed in: December 2016 

Darren is reliable, efficient and his work is of a very high standard. Very pleased. 
 

105. Location: Bromley  Reviewed in: December 2016 
Amazing. 

 
106. Location: Coulsdon  Reviewed in: December 2016 

We wanted to get the best bedroom storage possible for the shape of the room and position our bed 
overlooking the garden which made it difficult to achieve. Darren was very professional and able to 
gain insight into our requirements and understood how this could be made possible. We are extremely 
pleased with the results; it looks better than we imagined, and we would definitely recommend this 
tradesman to our friends. 

 
107. Location: Warlingham  Reviewed in: December 2016 

Darren is efficient, reliable and his work is of a very high standard. Very pleased! 
 
 



108. Location: South Croydon  Reviewed in: December 2016 
Darren completed a fantastic job for me. Absolutely no complaints. 

 
109. Location: Morden  Reviewed in: November 2016 

Darren was quick and efficient and built us some lovely wardrobes in less than a full day. He left the 
room exactly as it was before, and the wardrobes look really high quality. 

 
110. Location: Sutton  Reviewed in: November 2016 

Darren was recommended by my daughter after he did some work for her and I in turn could not 
recommend him more highly. He did a fantastic job, and I am delighted with the result. All round 
excellence and great value for money. 10/10 on everything. 
 

111. Location: Croydon  Reviewed in: October 2016 
Darren fitted a 5-door custom made wardrobe in our attic conversion bedroom. He provided us with 
expert advice before starting the work and a wide variety of styles, colours, and finishes. He is 
extremely professional, and we couldn't be happier with them. We will use him again for any similar 
work. 
 

112. Location: Banstead  Reviewed in: October 2016 
Fantastic. Darren was great throughout. Quality of the job is exceptional. Nothing was too much 
trouble, and he was tidy and reliable throughout. Highly recommended - we will be using again. 
 

113. Location: Kenley  Reviewed in: October 2016 
Darren did a fantastic job from start to finish, you can leave him to it, and he gets the job done with no 
fuss. Extremely helpful, great price and finish is excellent, better than what I was imagining and 
feedback. Will definitely be getting Darren back to do more things in the house when necessary. 

 
114. Location: West Molesey  Reviewed in: October 2016 

Extremely happy with the job. Exactly what I wanted. 
 

115. Location: West Molesey  Reviewed in: October 2016 
Everything I expected. More than happy with the job. Would thoroughly recommend. 

 
116. Location: Staines-upon-Thames  Reviewed in: September 2016 

A very polite, tidy worker for whom nothing is too much trouble. Darren is a perfectionist, and his 
workmanship is of a very high standard. I would not hesitate in recommending him. 

 
117. Location: Oxted  Reviewed in: September 2016 

Darren visited and listened to what we were looking for, he supplied brochures and examples of doors 
and colours were shown. The wardrobes were fitted beautifully and look amazing, they have 
transformed our bedrooms. Two of which were in a new loft conversion and were fitted in awkward 
and not off the shelf sizes. We would not hesitate on recommending Darren as he left the rooms 
spotless every day and would always check on placement of light switches and sockets and cables that 
he rerouted. Have already asked for quote for more jobs as we know the finish is excellent. 

 
118. Location: Bromley  Reviewed in: September 2016 

Excellent job, very high-quality wardrobe, everything was up to the highest standard. Both me and my 
husband are delighted and would highly recommend Darren. He's amazing person to deal with and did 
an amazing job. Very pleased. 

 
119. Location: Epsom  Reviewed in: September 2016 

I would highly recommend Darren, he is great to deal with, reliable and the cupboards look fabulous! 
 

120. Location: Epsom  Reviewed in: August 2016 
Delighted with quality and style, absolutely fabulous wardrobes, and service from Darren. Thank you! 
Couldn't get over how tidy and considerate he was with the work during the whole time he was here. 
Work was completed on time and to the highest standard. 



 
121. Location: Mitcham  Reviewed in: August 2016 

I called Darren as I had an awkward shaped room and was looking for someone to help advise and 
design a wardrobe that utilised space. He was pleasant and made a number of suggestions that other 
companies hadn't. I was so impressed with him, I then asked for a dressing table to be made. We were 
having some work done to the room in terms of space, so he came back prior to ordering again to re-
measure the room. The wardrobes were installed quickly and was really impressed with the finish. I 
would recommend Darren over companies like Sharps, as GREAT service. 

 
122. Location: Warlingham  Reviewed in: August 2016 

Excellent service throughout from Darren and he has completed a superb job as he quoted. We would 
recommend him and will be asking him back to undertake some more work in other bedrooms. A 
success story for Checkatrade and the customer. 

 
123. Location: Epsom  Reviewed in: August 2016 

We were introduced to Darren at Purley Bedrooms by our builder and are very pleased that we were. 
Darren came around, measured up and gave us some options. Once we decided what we wanted to 
do, Darren simply ordered the wardrobes and fitted them a couple of weeks later. Darren was 
professional and tidy throughout, and the craftsmanship is to a very high standard. We are more than 
pleased with the finish and at a very competitive price. 

 
124. Location: Purley  Reviewed in: August 2016 

Darren fitted two wardrobes in a bedroom to our total satisfaction. His advice was welcomed as we 
were unsure which style wardrobe would suit the room. His work was professionally undertaken and 
was clean and efficiently done in a day. We would have no hesitation recommending him and look 
forward to Darren returning to fit two wardrobes in another bedroom in the near future. 

 
125. Location: Purley  Reviewed in: July 2016 

Darren was accommodating with my additional request and carried out the work to an excellent 
standard. Always polite and friendly and professional. He had previously fitted wardrobes in two 
bedrooms, so I already knew the high standard of his workmanship. 

 
126. Location: South Croydon  Reviewed in: July 2016 

We were really impressed with the quality of the workmanship. The wardrobes we had fitted were as 
good if not better than what you would get from sharps. Darren was very good at giving ideas of how 
the wardrobes could be arranged whilst saving some money. Darren was friendly, polite, and very tidy. 
We will certainly use Darren again when we get about finishing the other bedrooms within the house. 

 
127. Location: Wallington  Reviewed in: July 2016 

Friendly efficient and highly competent, we knew we were in good hands, looks great. 
 

128. Location: Redhill  Reviewed in: July 2016 
Just a thank you Darren, my wardrobes are beautiful. You made the whole process very easy from start 
to finish. You installed them quickly, no mess and we are very pleased with the end result. I have given 
your number to a friend who I know will be in contact in the very near future. 

 
129. Location: Purley  Reviewed in: June 2016 

We are very pleased with everything. 
 

130. Location: East Grinstead  Reviewed in: June 2016 
Excellent workmanship and very competitively priced. 

 
131. Location: Westerham  Reviewed in: June 2016 

Very pleased with the finished job, area left clean and tidy. Overall, I feel Darren offered a high level of 
professional workmanship at a fair price. 

 
 



132. Location: Coulsdon  Reviewed in: June 2016 
Out of all the trades people we had round to quote for work Darren was by far the best. His quote 
came across quickly, he was happy to follow up and come round again (late in the evening as we work 
in London). Not the cheapest quote I had, but we certainly feel we made the right decision and are 
enjoying our new wardrobes. 

 
133. Location: Wallington  Reviewed in: June 2016 

Darren is a very polite and professional man who has transformed the bedroom. He respects your 
property while going about his business. He had plenty of patience until we got the look and storage, 
we wanted he revisited us three times before the work started to choose the look we wanted. Would 
not hesitate to use or recommend his services again. 

 
134. Location: Beckenham  Reviewed in: June 2016 

Very constructive in designing and making the desk/wardrobe/bookshelf to my individual 
specifications. Easy to contact and reliable on timing. 

 
135. Location: Caterham  Reviewed in: June 2016 

Very pleased with work. Done professionally, to a very high standard. Fitter was on time, polite, 
reliable, and tidy. 

 
136. Location: Kenley  Reviewed in: June 2016 

Very pleased with the result. Darren provided an excellent service from start to finish. He is pleasant, 
reliable and responds in a timely manner to queries. His work is tidy, fast and of good quality. His 
pricing was competitive (1/5 cheaper than the final pricing from a large group). Will definitely 
recommend and use his services again. 

 
137. Location: Kenley  Reviewed in: May 2016 

Very good job. Left the bedroom tidy afterwards. 
 

138. Location: Sutton  Reviewed in: May 2016 
Really friendly, reliable, and professional workman. Would highly recommend. 

 
139. Location: Purley  Reviewed in: April 2016 

Very pleased with my kitchen. Darren arrived same time every day when he said he would. Very 
focused, and professional. Explained procedure. Nothing was too much trouble. Fitted the units 
perfectly. Always left the kitchen clean and tidy, when finished for the day. 
 

 
140. Location: South Croydon  Reviewed in: April 2016 

We are delighted with Darren's work for us. He was helpful and courteous throughout and has 
delivered a quality product. Thanks to Darren the process was trouble-free, and we have no hesitation 
whatsoever in recommending Purley Bedrooms to others. 
 

141. Location: Surbiton  Reviewed in: April 2016 
We are over the moon with our new wardrobes and especially the way they have been fitted into the 
sloping roof. We were able to choose the interior layout as well as the doors and the handles. Darren's 
attention to detail and high-quality workmanship gives you a superior finish. He always arrived and 
contacted us when he said he would. Purley Bedrooms were recommended to us by a friend, and I 
would thoroughly recommend Darren to anyone. We are so please that we are asking him back to do 
some sliding wardrobes. 

 
142. Location: Twickenham  Reviewed in: April 2016 

Great quality work, beautiful wardrobes fitted, extremely courteous and a lovely man. Readily changed 
the cupboard, at no extra cost, when it was not exactly what we expected. Would definitely 
recommend Darren to anyone. 

 
 



143. Location: Oxted  Reviewed in: March 2016 
Really pleased with the quality and also really quick to fit! 

 
144. Location: Farnham  Reviewed in: March 2016 

Someone had recommended this company to me and even though Darren's a bedroom specialist he's 
also useful in the kitchen. I had dozens of flat-packed Ikea unit boxes and a plan and a kitchen space 
with wonky walls, but Darren set to the task with complete confidence and obvious experience and 
soon the kitchen was taking shape. Not only did he install exactly how we wanted the kitchen to look, 
he used initiative and skill to get around any problems/issues. He's a courteous and hardworking 
individual and an obviously a very skilled tradesman, I recommend him without reservation. 

 
145. Location: South Croydon  Reviewed in: March 2016 

We are very pleased with the wardrobe it looks brilliant in our bedroom. The workmanship is excellent 
quality and very good value for money. Darren was very helpful and listen to what we wanted. Will 
definitely be asking him for more carpentry work in the future. 
 
 

146. Location: Carshalton  Reviewed in: March 2016 
Darren was fantastic, in short. He doesn't use a pushy sales pitch; he responds to queries in good time 
and is very polite. The workmanship is faultless, and he just seems to get on with it. We were 
undecided with what we want and who to choose, as it's difficult to decide with costs being so similar. 
However, we're glad we used Darren and Purley Bedrooms. Having had a terrible experience with a 
builder, Darren has shown that local honest tradesmen do exist. 
 

147. Location: Caterham  Reviewed in: February 2016 
Darren was very patient and had to be with me as I took a while to decide which design etc I wanted. 
Very friendly and trustworthy, I just left keys out for him, and he got on with what he had to do and 
kept in touch throughout. Fantastic job, my bedroom looks great, would definitely recommend. 

 
 

148. Location: Wallington  Reviewed in: February 2016 
 Darren Turned up exactly when expected. Good communications. Super polite and courteous. The 
work was carried exactly as we wanted. We are delighted with the end product and will have Darren 
back again for more work. 5 stars all round. 
 

149. Location: South Croydon  Reviewed in: January 2016 
I am now the proud owner of beautiful, fitted wardrobes and a lovely little desk and special wardrobe 
in my box room. I got exactly what I asked for and I am extremely pleased with the quality of work. I 
would definitely recommend Darren, he was professional, prompt and very clean and tidy. The price of 
the job was competitive and preferable to using a large group like Hammonds or Sharpe's. 1st Class 
Job. Thank you very much. 

 
150. Location: Sutton  Reviewed in: January 2016 

Always on time, very courteous and a high-quality finish. I will definitely use this company again. 
 

151. Location: South Croydon  Reviewed in: January 2016 
Darren's work has transformed my bedroom and the ability to utilise the space I did not use 
previously. He took his time to ensure that he had the correct designs and made multiple visits to 
ensure that I was happy with the final choice of designs and colours. The work completed is of high 
standard and would use him again for other areas in the house when I come do the work. 
 

152. Location: Banstead  Reviewed in: January 2016 
Excellent work done and very pleased with the results. Will always recommend. Thanks Darren! 

 
153. Reviewed in: January 2016 

Excellent, very pleased. Had great suggestions on the best use of space. 
 



154. Location: Worcester Park  Reviewed in: January 2016 
Darren was very helpful in terms of the finer points of the planned kitchen and making sure that all of 
the units were the best place and where tweaking of plans was required, he was spot on with 
determining how best to deal with the fitting. Laminate floor was fitted fast and within agreed time 
frames, also did the new skirting as well. 

 
155. Location: South Croydon  Reviewed in: January 2016 

Darren is a really pleasant chap. Very reliable and works quickly and cleanly. We will be using his 
services again for new wardrobes and to build a bespoke unit in the coming weeks. 
 

156. Location: Purley  Reviewed in: December 2015 
Excellent service. Arrived when they said delivered when they said and done the job as promised. 
Good and tidy. 

 
157. Location: Twickenham  Reviewed in: December 2015 

Fantastic wardrobes - we were so happy with work we had. Darren came back to do more work! 
Professional, reliable and place was cleaner after he left! Recommend highly. 

 
158. Location: Kenley  Reviewed in: December 2015 

Darren is a very skilled and efficient carpenter. Extremely punctual and a good company. He left the 
house tidy. We love the final result. And all this with the best quote we had. We would recommend 
him with no hesitation. Thank you, Darren! 

 
159. Location: West Wickham  Reviewed in: December 2015 

Fabulous service. Made use of space in loft area. Gave great ideas. 
 

160. Location: Purley  Reviewed in: December 2015 
Darren was friendly, polite, and professional, very clean, covered all floors, good quality workmanship. 

 
161. Location: London  Reviewed in: December 2015 

I came home from work to see my new wardrobes and kept saying "wow”! The wardrobes were even 
better than I had imagined they would be. I was recommended to Darren by my niece who had used 
him and was so thrilled to have had that recommendation. He is fantastic and the work he does is just 
terrific. The quality is excellent, the price very reasonable and he is so nice. He even arrived at 6.45am 
as I had to leave early for work. A great person delivering a fabulous product. Highly recommended. 

 
162. Location: Purley  Reviewed in: December 2015 

Very impressed with the work completed. Better than expected. 
 

163. Location: Staines-upon-Thames  Reviewed in: December 2015 
Darren was brilliant wardrobes fitted to a difficult space and other furniture specification. 

 
164. Location: South Croydon  Reviewed in: November 2015 

Darren was polite and efficient. The work was done just as we asked, and we are very pleased with the 
results. 

 
165. Location: South Croydon. Reviewed in: December 2015 

Darren did an excellent job, in quick time. Very happy with my wardrobes. I'd happily recommend him 
to anyone. 

 
166. Location: Caterham  Reviewed in: November 2015 

Very professional great service with a high-quality finish. 
 

167. Location: South Croydon  Reviewed in: November 2015 
Good service, good quality and good price. 
 
 



168. Location: Surbiton  Reviewed in: October 2015 
Exceptional work, very happy with end result. Darren is very friendly and helpful throughout and will 
make sure everything is perfect and as you want it. Would definitely recommend. 

 
169. Location: Warlingham  Reviewed in: October 2015 

Excellent service-got exactly what I wanted. 
 

170. Location: Sutton  Reviewed in: October 2015 
I would highly recommend this company. 

 
171. Location: Purley  Reviewed in: September 2015 

Darren has done a great job. The wardrobes are well-made and the whole process has been stress-
free. He has turned up when he said he would, kept me informed all the way through and charged a 
fair price. Highly recommended. 
 

172. Location: Kenley  Reviewed in: September 2015 
Darren has done an excellent job. He was courteous, punctual, reliable and his workmanship was 
second-to-none. I could tell he takes pride in his work. He left our bedroom tidier than it was before he 
started the work! Can’t recommend highly enough! 

 
173. Location: Kenley  Reviewed in: August 2015 

Arrived on time, excellent job, very clean and cleared away rubbish. 
 

174. Location: Croydon  Reviewed in: August 2015 
The wardrobes look amazing. Darren Ekins did a truly exceptional job. They have been fitted absolutely 
beautifully; quality of both work and materials even better than expected. Darren fitted round us with 
dates that suited us, turned up exactly when he said he would, finished on time, left the place 
extremely tidy whenever he left, was always courteous and affable. Very rare to find all that, in our 
experience, and we cannot recommend him or his business highly enough. Not only that but he also 
was cheaper than Hammonds etc. If you are looking to have fitted wardrobes, this is your man! 

 
175. Location: Croydon  Reviewed in: August 2015 

He was brilliant, friendly, professional and I am really pleased with the final result. Thank you. 
 

176. Location: Sutton  Reviewed in: August 2015 
Mr Darren's work is beyond reproach- excellent, exponentially good. A contractor I would recommend 
without hesitation and with full confidence that he will provide a similar excellent service. Thanks. 
 

177. Location: South Croydon  Reviewed in: July 2015 
Reasonable price, recommend. 

 
178. Location: Coulsdon  Reviewed in: July 2015 

I was very pleased to get the job done so quickly when other companies had a waiting time of 4 to 6 
weeks. The work was finished very satisfactorily. 

 
179. Location: Sutton  Reviewed in: July 2015 

Very reliable and courteous. Quality product and service. I have no problem recommending. 
 

180. Location: Banstead Reviewed in: July 2015 
Excellent service, great quality wardrobes. Would use again. 

 
181. Location: Sutton  Reviewed in: June 2015 

The work carried was over and above my expectations. 
 

182. Location: Caterham  Reviewed in: June 2015 
Excellent standard of work, done quickly, neatly and with no fuss. Wardrobe looks superb and have no 
complaints. 



 
183. Location: Sutton  Reviewed in: June 2015 

In addition to his excellent craftsman ship above, Darren has previously fitted bespoke bedroom 
wardrobes and flooring in our loft. His work is of an impeccable standard. 

 
184. Location: Croydon  Reviewed in: June 2015 

Really pleased with the turn out. Will use the company again. Thank you. 
 

185. Location: Whyteleafe  Reviewed in: June 2015 
Excellent. 

 
186. Location: Sutton  Reviewed in: June 2015 

Extremely happy with overall service provided. 
 

187. Location: Coulsdon  Reviewed in: June 2015 
I would recommend this company. 

 
188. Location: Wallington  Reviewed in: May 2015 

Excellent quality - very happy thank you! 
 

189. Location: South Croydon  Reviewed in: May 2015 
Darren put together some drawings and ideas for what we wanted and was also able to offer expertise 
on what would work best for the space we had making our decision on what to be fitted much easier. 
Work was done with minimum fuss, within budget, tidied up after and the bespoke design it looks 
great. Highly recommended. 
 

190. Location: Sutton  Reviewed in: May 2015 
Darren was a great guy in doing the job with a smile. He understood our requirements well and 
determined everything in a well-planned manner. 

 
191. Location: Kenley  Reviewed in: May 2015 

I would recommend this company 
 

192. Location: Caterham  Reviewed in: May 2015 
A great job done again. We used them for various carpentry jobs over the years, and quality work is 
always carried out in a professional, manner. 

 
193. Location: Wallington  Reviewed in: April 2015 

Darren provided a very professional service from start to finish, and the furniture was promptly 
installed. We would call on him again. 

 
194. Location: Sutton  Reviewed in: April 2015 

Friendly, reliable, efficient, good value, quality workmanship. 
 

195. Location: Caterham  Reviewed in: March 2015 
Excellent work carried out by Mr Ekins; I would recommend him. 

 
196. Location: Warlingham Reviewed in: March 2015 

Really pleased with quality of install done in a timely and tidy manner. Would recommend. 
 

197. Location: Banstead Reviewed in: January 2015 
Have used many times in the past and will continue to do so. 

 
198. Location: Sutton  Reviewed in: January 2015 

Produces a high-quality finish, we have used him various times and have always been happy with the 
results. 

 



199. Location: Sutton  Reviewed in: January 2015 
I would recommend this company 

 
200. Location: Croydon  Reviewed in: January 2015 

He was very good, tidy, great job! 
 

201. Location: Wallington  Reviewed in: January 2015 
I would recommend this company. 

 


